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NEW CUBS
FOR KALIKA!
YOUR INCREDIBLE TIGRESS HAS SURPRISED US BY
PRODUCING TWO MORE GORGEOUS YOUNGSTERS
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AS THEY GROW AND DEVELOP,
KALIKA’S CUBS WILL WATCH HER EVERY
MOVE AND LEARN ALL THEIR SURVIVAL
SKILLS FROM HER

A tiger
approaches
the Postal
Highway that
crosses through
Khata corridor
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CARED-FOR CUBS

TIGERS GIVE BIRTH
TO BETWEEN TWO
AND FOUR CUBS,
WHICH EACH WEIGH
ABOUT 1KG
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As they grow and develop, Kalika’s cubs will watch
her every move and learn all their survival skills
from her. Judging by her successful track record,
they should do really well. But for their long-term
survival, this stripy family and their fellow tigers
will depend on Khata corridor staying healthy and
wildlife-safe, which is why the work you support
is so vital. You’ve recently helped us gain some
crucial new safety measures, to protect tigers and
other wildlife as they move around the corridor.
Nepal’s busy Postal Highway passes through a large
section of the corridor, separating important
wildlife areas. The traffic poses a significant threat
to tigers and other animals trying to cross the
road, as well as to motorists who could be hurt in a
collision. With our partners, we’ve been looking at
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the mums have to do all the hunting until the cubs
get their permanent canine teeth.

BENEFICIAL BREAK
You’re also supporting our work with families
who run village homestays, to help make their
accommodation Covid-safe
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corridor reveal ‘supermum’ Kalika with two healthy new cubs

After studying the camera trap photos, we think
Kalika’s new cubs are between four and six months
old, however the images aren’t clear enough to show
whether they’re male or female. At this age, tiger
cubs stay close to their mothers and rely on them for
everything. They’re usually weaned by around six
months old, but can’t yet catch their own prey –
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Great news! The latest camera trap photos from Khata

our amazing tigress is doing a great job
of helping to increase the corridor’s tiger
population. This is the third set of cubs Kalika
has produced since 2016, and the three now fullygrown tigers from her previous litter are still living
in part of her territory.
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ways to help prevent accidents from happening, and
we think we have the answer.
IMAGES © WWF-NEPAL, INSET TOP LEFT © DURGA ACHARYA, INSET TOP RIGHT
© DOF / ZURICH UNIVERSITY, INSET BOTTOM RIGHT © MAYA YOGI
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COMPILED BY
MAYA YOGI OF THE KHATA
CORRIDOR PROJECT, WHICH
YOU SUPPORT
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Super-mum
Kalika (above),
and her two new
cubs are caught
on camera

SAFE CROSSINGS
Using data from camera trap monitoring you support,
we’ve identified key crossing hotspots where wildlife
is most at risk. We showed our findings to the Nepalese
government’s department of transport and they’ve
agreed to fund road bridges over these hotspots,
enabling animals to cross safely underneath.
Once the ‘tiger tunnels’ are built, we plan to plant lots
of native vegetation so they blend in with the corridor’s
natural environment. If all goes well, the tigers and
their wild neighbours shouldn’t even notice the
difference. They can move to and fro at their leisure,
while the traffic flows freely above them. Getting the
green light for the bridges is a huge achievement, and
I hope you’re really proud of the part you’ve played by
funding the camera trap monitoring. Thank you.

V

illage homestays offer visitors the chance to stay with
local families, and they create some tiger-tastic benefits. The
income families earn reduces their dependency on forest resources –
keeping tiger habitats healthy – while homestay guests can enjoy the
incredible wildlife and traditional culture around them.
The pandemic has temporarily brought tourism to a halt, but we’re
putting the time to good use. With your help, we’re supporting
families with training and equipment to upgrade their sanitation
facilities and establish strong health and safety measures. Hopefully it
won’t be too long before tourism is up and running again, and people
can visit the corridor, knowing they’re in safe hands.

Some of the
cleaning/hygiene
products you’ve
helped fund
for local
homestay owners
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BUZZING SUCCESS

COMMUNITY-RUN BEEKEEPING YOU SUPPORT IS HELPING TO BOOST PEOPLE’S
INCOMES WHILE ENGAGING THEM IN TIGER CONSERVATION

L

ao Wu lives in Huangnihe National Nature Reserve,
north-east China. He recalls that, as a child, the
mountain forests surrounding his community were
filled with tigers, roe deer and lots of other incredible
wildlife. But with few chances to earn a living, local
people were forced to cut down trees and hunt animals to
survive, and over time the forests emptied.
Hunting in the region was eventually banned and
wildlife began to return to the forests. But life remained
extremely tough for local families, increasing the risk
of illegal logging and poaching. Staff from the nature
reserve talked to Wu’s community about the importance
of protecting wildlife, including endangered tigers.
But it was hard for people to prioritise conservation
when they were struggling to feed and clothe their
children. Thankfully, they now have a sustainable,
and very tasty, solution.

MAIN © NITISH MADAN / WWF-INTERNATIONAL, INSETS © HUANGNIHE NATIONAL NATURE RESERVE / WWF

HIVES OF ACTIVITY
Wu’s community took up beekeeping as a tiger-friendly
way to increase their income, while leaving the forests
healthy for wildlife. With your help, we’ve supported
their enterprising efforts by donating nearly 400
beehives to communities in the nature reserve, including
35 to Wu’s family. We’ve also organised professional and
technical training to help people sustainably harvest the
honey and find markets in which to sell it.
Every 10 sets of beehives can increase a family’s income
from 1,500 yuan to 2,500 yuan (around £168 to £280),
improving their livelihoods and enabling them to support
tiger conservation. Wu is planning to make the most of
this buzzing opportunity by expanding to 60 beehives,
boosting his yearly income from honey to 10,000 yuan
(around £1,117). We wish him sweet success. J

DID YOU
KNOW?

‘TIGER BOY’,
HUANGNIHE’S RESIDENT
MALE TIGER, HAS BEEN
RECORDED TRAVELLING
AS FAR AS 150KM
TO FIND A MATE

Some of the linden
tree honey
produced by Wu
(far left) and his
family. He and his
fellow community
beekeepers
harvest the honey
from summer
to autumn
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an impact on
nature like never
before: polluting
skies, seas and
rivers, burning
up fossil fuels, and pushing nature
to the brink of extinction faster than
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We’re having
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it can restore itself. But it’s not too
late to make a difference. Join Cel
as he explores a key issue every
episode and talks to famous faces
including Sir David Attenborough
and model Georgia May Jagger,
about the tangible things we can
all do to help. The wild is calling. It’s
time to act. #CalloftheWild

DON’T MISS AN EPISODE
LISTEN AND SUBSCRIBE BY SEARCHING
‘CALL OF THE WILD’ WHEREVER YOU
GET YOUR PODCASTS

As well as helping to safeguard tigers,
your adoption supports our other vital work to help
protect our beautiful planet and its wildlife.

Thank you.
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